Relativistic multi-configuration Dirac Fock (MCDF) wavefunctions coupled to good angular momentum J have been ca1culated for low lying states of Ba I and Ba 11. These wavefunctions are compared with semiempirical ones derived from experimental atomic energy levels. It is found that significantly better agreement is obtained when close configurations are included in the MCDF wavefunctions. Ca1culations of the electronic part of the field isotope shift lead to very good agreement with electronic factors derived from experimental data. Furthermore, the slopes of the lines in a King plot analysis of many of the optical lines are predicted accurately by these ca1culations. However, the MCDF wavefunctions seem not to be of sufficient accuracy to give agreement with the experimental magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole hyperfine structure constants.
Introduction
One of the goals of the fundamental research in atomic physics is to und erstand the various inter-electronic and nuclear-electronic interactions in complicated atoms. The reason for the contribution of various terms is the electromagnetic interaction itself, which is only understood in terms of a perturbation expansion in quantum electrodynamics (QED), where the first term is the electric l/r (Coulomb-) interaction and the next are the magnetic, vacuum-polarization, self-energy terms, etc. This easily makes clear why a large number of terms in the electron-electron as weIl as the electron-nuclear interaction appear in the theoretical description. The ever increasing accuracy of new laser spectroscopic methods [1] [2] [3] is so good that a large number ofthe theoretical terms can be tested experimentaIly. In this paper we discuss the terms due to the coupling of the electronic cloud with the nucleus usually referred to as the hyperfine structure (hfs) and the isotope shift (IS).
The IS can be divided into the field shift caused by the difference of the finite extension of the nuclei and the mass shift, originating from the difference in the finite mass of the nuclei [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] under consideration. The hfs [4, 11] , as weIl as the IS, can be expressed as a sum of products of electronic and nuclear quantities, implying that nuclear properties can only be evaluated from experimental data if the electronic part of each interaction is known from other experiments or calculations. For evaluation of electronic properties the inverse holds, i.e., the nuclear properties have to be known from independent, semi-empirical analysis or from ab initio calculations. Generally, a deeper insight into the interactions and into the power of different theoretical methods can be Physica Scripta 37 achieved by comparing theoretical ab initio, and semi-empirical values of as many properties as possible with the corresponding experimental data.
For every type of ab initio calculation one needs good wavefunctions, which can be obtained by solving either the non-relativistic Schrödinger or the relativistic Dirac equations. In the usually used approximations such as the independent particle and the central-field models [12, 13] with the l/r Coulomb potential one gets the Hartree-Fock (HF) [14] or Dirac-Fock (DF) [15, 16] methode The remaining part ofthe electrostatic and magnetic interactions in the atoms can then be treated by many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) to a certain order [17, 18] . In such an approach, higher order wavefunctions are calculated by including one-, two-and three-particle excitations of the zero order wavefunction. This zero order wavefunction is normally evaluated for the average energy of the different terms within the actual configuration. That approach is in general a good approximation for systems with one open shell. However, the electronic wavefunctions for the terms obtained for two open shells are in many cases so different from each other that an LSdependent HF-or LSJ-dependent DF treatment is more appropriate in calculating the zero order wavefunction.
An alternative to MBPT is the Multi-Configuration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) [19] or in the relativistic case the Multi-Configuration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) [20, 21] method. The wavefunction for the state under consideration is in this approach expanded as a linear combination of determinants with the same total symmetry, i.e., the same parity, total orbital-and spin angular momentum in the nonrelativistic treatment or the same total angular momentum J in the relativistic treatment. In all these approaches the coefficients and the wavefunctions are determined in a self-consistent procedure without any use of experimental quantities.
. . A quite different and commonly used method, in the analysis of different types of structure in the atom, is of a semi-empirical nature in which parametrized expressions are fitted to experimental quantities. Historically, the Rydberg formula for hydrogen-like systems was extended to other systems like the alkali atoms by introducing effective quantum numbers netT instead of the principal quantum number n. Other examples are the use of the direct-and exchangeelectrostatic integrals [12] , Trees parameters [17, 22] and spin-orbit parameters to determine so called intermediate coupled wavefunctions. In recent years the semi-empirical
Isotope Shift Theory
Detailed studies of optical spectral lines of electronic and on the solution of the Dirac equation within the MultiConfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) approach [20, 21, 42, 43] . In this treatment the Hamiltonian for the many electron system is written as usual
The configuration state functions are constructed from relativistic single particle wavefunctions as described for example in Refs. [42 and 43] . All interactions considered in addition to Ho are collected in the Hamiltonian (2)
where VC is the electron-electron interaction and V N is the monpole part of the electron-nucleus Coulomb interaction. The ansatz for the wavefunction is a superposition of configuration state functions ICSF) representing states with a certain angular momentum J and parity.
where the summation over i and j is understood to be included. h B is the Breit-operator [44] , h QED contains the Quantum electrodynamic corrections, hhfs the hyperfine structu re and hIS the isotope shift operator. These interactions are too compliccated to be taken into account directly in the Hamiltonian Ho and thus are usually not included in the self-consistency procedure used to determine the eigenvalues, wavefunctions and total energy for the atomic system in the MCDF method. Their influence on the total energy and energy eigenvalues are only evaluated within first-order perturbation theory by use of the wavefunctions of the zeroorder Hamiltonian [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] .
As a result of a MCDF procedure with the ansatz acc. to Eqn. (3) all these states with good J are mixed and the expansion coefficients Ci as well as the one-particle functions 1J are determined to self-consistency. In adding the Breit and QED corrections by first-order perturbation theory the total energy for the particular state is obtained.
The effect of an extended nucleus is included by use of a two-parameter Fermi-nuclear charge distribution [52] . The two parameters are Re, the half-eharge radius, and t the thickness parameter. Of course the choice of a specific set of nuclear parameters affects the total energy of the atom very drastically. However, as long as the choice of nuclear parameters is not too far from reality this does not play any important role for the electronic factor or term splittings which are given as differences of large numbers. Following Shera et al. [53] we have chosen the parameters Re = 5.763 fm and t = 2.17 fm in all the calculations. These values are somewhat different than with the values used in the earlier calculations [31] which were taken from the liquid drop model [54] .
Multi-Channel-Quantum Defect Theory (MCQDT) [23, 24] has been used with great success in the analysis of Rydberg series of two electron systems by especially Aymar et al. [25] . The effective parameters introduced in these methods can today be analyzed by MBPT [17] or MCHF-methods [26] .
In order to test these theoretical methods the interest of many groups has now focused on two electron systems and in particular the alkaline earth elements [27] . A MBPT treatment is here more difficul t to perform than in the alkali atoms due to the correlation between the valence electrons although some non-relativistic calculations have recently been performed [28, 29] . It is for these systems important to calculate LS-dependent zero order wavefunctions as the starting of the MBPT approach. For heavy atoms such an approach leads to the evaluation of LSJ-dependent wavefunctions, in which the effect of correlation and relativity is treated on an equal basis.
Recently, we presented some relativistic MCDF calculations as a step towards more sophisticated calculations for the interpretation of IS. The resulting wavefunctions were used to calculate the charge density at the nucleus for low lying states of Ba I and Ba 11 [30] and in the ns' I So, nsnp I PI and 3PI states of other group IIa and IIb elements [31] and Au I [32] . The calculations accurately reproduced the optical volume isotope shifts.
In addition to the experimental work analyzed at the time of our earlier calculations [30] new values of isotope shifts in Ba I and Ba II relative to the ionic ground state have been derived by following the 6snl Rydberg series to highly excited states [33, 34] . Furthermore, there exists now IS-measurements in many spectrallines between low lying states in the Ba atom and ion [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . These new experimental data can be used to extract information about the relative magnitude of the charge density at the nucleus in a number ofstates in Ba land Ba 11. An extensive comparison between ab initio and experimental charge density differences at the nucleus is therefore possible. This motivated an extension of our earlier calculations for Ba to other configurations. In addition we present a comparison between the square of the expansion coefficients ofthe wavefunctions obtained from the MCDF calculations and obtained from a semi-empirical analysis in which parametrized expressions are fitted to experimental energy levels.
A more critical test of the calculations is to compare other properties such as the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole hyperfine interaction constants. These quantities have different radial and angular dependences than the volume isotope shift and represent another test of the accuracy of the wavefunctions outside the nucleus. The ab initio MCDF wavefunctions have therefore been used for evaluation of ab initio values for the magnetic-dipole and electric quadrupole interaction constants for comparison with available experimental values.
A short review of the theoretical background is given in the next section. Results and a comparison with different experimental quantities are presented in Section III with a summary and conclusion in Section IV.
Theory

Computational method
The relativistic treatment of the atom in this work is based where F is the electronic factor which is proportional to the electron density difference in the two configurations at r = 0, which can be evaluated directly or by perturbation theory. Following the procedure in the earlier work [31] the electron density within the nucleus i.e., r < R is expressed as a polynomial
A multipole expansion of these operators to a certain order k shows that the hyperfine hamiltonian hhfs = h~s + h~fs can be written as a product of spherical tensor operators acting in the nuclear M k and electronic space r. respectively, Le.,
Hyperfine structure theory
Hyperfine structure in the atomic system is included if the momentum operator Pi in the Dirac Hamiltonian h, in eq. (2) is replaced by the generalized momentum (Pi + eA) and the monopole part of the extended nuclear potential V N is replaced by -e<jJ so that [11, 16, 56] :
Here A is the vector potential due to the nucleus, <I> is the electrostatic potential due to the extended nucleus and e is the electronic charge. The perturbations due to the magnetic h~s and electric h~fs hyperfine interaction are then represented by the following Hamiltonians which respresents the ratio of the change of the electron density at the nucleus in the two transitions. The slopes are experimentally derived quantities which can be used for a direct test of theoretical ab initio F, values. Furthermore, King plot analysis of transitions between different states provides a detailed J-dependent analysis ofthe charge density at the nucleus to be further exploited in Section 111. (6) and the final shift is usually written as
muonic X-rays from a sample of different isotopes shows that there exist a shift in the center of gravity between the different isotopes. This shift, which is known as the isotope shift (IS), is given as the surn of the volurne (field) isotope shift bv FS and the mass shift which can be divided into the normal bVNMS and the specific mass shift bVSMS [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In a certain transition the bVNMS can be evaluated exactly while some semi-empirical procedure is usually used in the estimate of the bv SMS. We will in this work limit ourselves to the volume shift bv FS • The origin of this shift is due to the penetration of the electrons in the atom into the atomic nucleus. The energy contribution for a certain isotope A I in an atomic state e; due to this penetration is given as
where QA i is the nuclear charge distribution for isotope AI and Qe is the electronic charge distribution. This will give the fOllowing relation for the FS of two isotopes 1 and 2 in a transition between two states u and t
The commonly used a and b factors are related to Ak(yJ) by where Mt are the generalized nuclear moments, which are related to the comrnonly used magnetic dipole moment J.il and electric quadrupole moment Q in the following way.
where odd k corresponds to the magnetic interaction and even k to the electric interaction.
The generalized hyperfine constant of order k in a certain state J with magnetic quantum number MJ = J is defined as [56] (14)
and K is the so called nuclear parameter which takes into account the variation of the electronic charge density over the nuclear volume. (The higher polynomials of the expression of Q). Detailed analysis of this factor in the earlier work [31] showed that it was more or less independent of the investigated optical transition and only a function of the atomic number Z, with a value of K = 0.97 for Ba.
Interesting information about the volume isotope shifts in different transitions can be obtained in a King plot analysis [10, 55] . In this graphical analysis the experimentallS corrected for the NMS in one transition i is plotted vs the IS in another transition} known as the reference transition in the following way Tt are given as sum of one-electron operators as defined by (8) 
and xy is referring to a reference isotope pair. The slope in this line is expressed as where c; and cp are the expansion coefficients of the MCDP wavefunction defined in eq. (3). In the calculation of the matrix-elements of the CSF functions one needs to evaluate (9) the reduced matrix elements of the one-electron hyperfine where operators, which can for the magnetic part be written as [16] The corresponding reduced matrix element for the quadrupole interaction can be written as (18) Ba I 000 PARITY SPECTRUM ally, we can only talk about the parity of a configuration and the total J-quantum number obtained in the coupling of the one-electron angular momenta.
A schematic experimental energy level diagram of the low lying states in Ba I constructed from the energy levels of Moore [58] and complementary data from more recent works [59] [60] [61] is shown in Fig. l(a) for the even parity states and in Fig. 1(b) for the odd parity states. We notice how the states of odd parity within the two-electron excited 6p5d configuration are close in energy with states within the 6s6p and even more the 6s7p configuration and are therefore expected to interact, Similarly, the even parity states within the two electron excited configurations 6p2 and 5d
2 are expected to interact with states within the 6s 5d and 6s 2 configurations.
The relativistic MCDF calculations reported here included the following lowest configurations of positive parity; 6sT/2' 6PT/2' 6Pl/2 6P3/2, 6p~/2' 6S1/2 5d3/2, 6S1/2 5ds/2, 5dl/2, 5d3/25ds/2and 5dl/ 2 and the lowest configurations of negative parity; 6S 1 / 2 6Pl/2' 6S1/2 6P3/2' 6Pl/2 5d3/2, 6Pl/2 5ds/2, 6P3/2 5d3/2, 6P3/2 5ds/2, 6S1/24fS/2 and 6S I / 2 4..h/2. In all these configurations the one-electron angular momenta were coupled to a good total angular momentum J. Contributions from the 6s4f configurations were only included in the states with J = 3 and J = 4.
A summary of the results of the MCDF calculations for Ba I is presented for the even states in Table land for the odd states in Table 11 . These tables are organized as folIows: After the definition of the configuration and the specific state, each row represents a different calculation where DF means a single configuration and MCDF a multiconfiguration calculation. The next columns specify the square of the expansion coefficients of the configurations included in the calculations.
Using these expressions and the MCDF wavefunctions the a(yJ) and b(yJ) factors for the various states can be calculated.
Results and discussion
Electronic structure for Ba I and Ba 11
The electronic structure of Ba I is in the ground state characterized by a closed 6s 2 configuration. Excitation of one of these 6s electrons to higher states gives simple two electron systems with, in some cases, quite different character of the wavefunctions in the singlet and triplet states. Relativistic-
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20-I [28, 62] for low configurations of group Ila elements. In this approach the energies for the states within a certain configuration are given in terms of electrostatic and magnetic parameters, which are treated as effective parameters in a least-square-fit to the experimental energy levels. The square of the expansion coefficients determined in this semi-empirical analysis is denoted by "Exp" and presented for some of the states in Table land 11. We notice how the weights of the configurations in the MCDF calculations often are between the pure LS and semi-empirical values. The disagreement can be understood from the fact that the semiempirical expansion coefficients include contributions from other configurations in an effective way, while the MCDP wavefunctions only take into account contributions from those configurations expected to be most dominant. Another reason for the discrepancy may be that the MCDP wavefunctions do not include the Breit-and QED effects since these contributions are only added to the total energy by first-order perturbation theory.
In the last two columns of Table land Table II the total energy and the charge density at r = 0 are presented. These total energies include the normal contribution from the electron-nucleus and electron-electron interaction in the SCF procedure with the Breit and QED corrections evaluated with perturbation theory. These Breit corrections have been calculated for the average configuration and not for states coupled to good J-quantum numbers.
Since the early days of ionbeam-Iaser experiments ion beams of singly ionized Ba have been used in the developments of new spectroscopic techniques. These experiments have given accurate values of IS and hfs-constants. A sehematic energy level diagram of the low lying states in Ba 11 constructed from the energy levels by Moore [58] is presented in Fig. 2 . Some of the transitions for which high resolution laser experiments [39, 40] have been done are also included in this figure. In the earlier work on group Ila and IIb elements calculations were done for the 6S 1 / 2 , 6Pl/2 and 6P3/2 states. Since those calculations were performed with the same nuclear parameters as for the Ba I configurations. In addition, calculations were done for some more states to show the effect of screening by the valence electron. A summary of the results of these DF calculations for Ba II are presented in Table 111 . The total energy and charge density at the nucleus are given in Column 2 and 3. 
Electronic Jactors in the volume isotope shifts
The total charge densities calculated for different states in Ba I and Ba 11 have been used for evaluation of electronic factors F; in a number of allowed transitions, i.e., change of parity and~L = 0, ± 1,~S = 0, ± 1 and~J = 0, ± 1. A summary of the results is given in Table IV and V for transitions in Ba I and Ba 11, respectively. The first columns give the spectral notation for the transitions and the wavelength. The electronic factors F; are evaluated from the total charge densities at the nuclear origin (r = 0) as presented in Tables I   to 111 . The effective electronic factors are F· K (see eq. 6). The values in Table 111 should therefore be multiplied with the factor K = 0.97, taking into account the variation of the electronic charge density over the nuclear volume as analyzed in detail in the earlier work [31] . Since in the King plot analysis, as discussed below, the factor drops out again we did not include this correction in Table 111 . A direct comparison of these electronic factors in different optical transitions with results from other works such as electronic and muonic X-rays, is usually made through a King plot analysis. In this procedure the experimental isotope shift in one transition is related to the experimental isotope shift in another one, known as the reference transition, as described in section 2.2. The slopes of the lines as given by eq. (8) represent pure experimental quantities to be used for a direct comparison with ab initio values. Theoretical slopes evaluated from the electronic factors are presented in columns 6 and 7 in Table IV . The corresponding experimental quantites calculated with 6; ISo~6s6p 3PI as the reference transition are presented in the last column. Column 4 in Table V gives values for the slopes in transitions in Ba 11 evaluated with the transition 6S I / 2 --+ 6PI/2 as a reference. We notice that for almost all transitions a significant improvement is obtained with the MCDF wavefunctions compared to the single configuration DF values. In most of the cases the ab initio values calculated from the MCDF values fall within the uncertainties of the experimental quantities. For Ba 11 good agreement is achieved with the single DF wavefunction as expected.
This King plot analysis can also be extended to a multidimensional analysis i.e., by use ofmany reference transitions as done by Goble and Palmer for Mo [63] . Furthermore, King plot analysis of transitions from one state to several states in another configuration opens the possibility of studying the J dependence of the charge density at the nucleus in that configuration. In addition, this procedure can also be extended to compare charge densities for states in the neutral spectra with states in ionic spectra by use of isotope shift measurement in high Rydberg states for the neutral systems [33, 34] .
Experimental charge densities at the nucleus evaluated in such a type of King plot analysis for different states in Ba I and Ba 11 are presented in Fig. 3(a) . Theoretical ab initio values obtained from the total charge density values at the nucleus in Table I to 111 are given in Fig. 3(b) . Not only are the same general trends of the configuration and J-dependence obtained for the experimental and ab initio values, but also the agreement is nearly perfect, Of course one has to have in mind that these are relative numbers only where we have normalized just one charge density difference 6s 2 
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s6p IP I in Fig. 3(b) to the corresponding experimental value in Fig. 3(a) . Relative to this charge density difference all the other differences in the theoretical Fig. 3(b) are obtained direct1y from the MCDF calculations. A general trend is the relative large differences between the singlet and triplet states for nearly all of the configurations measured and calculated. As can be seen from the values in Table land 11 the singletstates in the 6s6p and 6s5d configurations pick up a relatively large amount of configurations of 6p and 5d states in the MCDF procedure which has the consequence that the charge density is diminished. There are strong indications that the opposite happens in the 6p5d IP I state as shown in [30] . However, due to not completely converged MCDF wavefunctions this result is not included. In the presentation of the theoretical values in Fig. 3 (b) we have included the charge density at the nucleus for Ba 2 + i.e., the Xe-core. The addition of one 6s electron which leads to BaI+ increases the charge density by a rather large amount. However, with excitation of this electron to the 6p or 5d states the charge density decreases due to screening. As expected, this effect is much larger for a 5d electron because the electron is in a n = 5 shell which is much more inside the core electron cloud than the n = 6 levels. A similar type of screening also occurs for the 6s 2 configuration in Ba I compared to the 6s 2Sl/2 state in Ba 11. The addition of the second electron screens the other electrons by a considerable amount and its own contribution to the charge density at the nucleus finally accounts for only 35% of the total effect due to the other 6s electron. Excitation of one of the 6s electrons in the 6s 2 configuration to states within the 6s6p or 6s5d lowers the charge density at the nucleus in a way analogous to the one discussed for the Ba1+ states. Again the total effect of screening is larger for the excitation of the second electron to the n = 5 level compared to the n = 6 level. What is still not understood in detail is the big experimental difference in the 6s7 d excitation between the singlet and triplet states. The 6s8d ID 2 charge density again has the right trend because this Rydberg series has to end up at the 6s charge density of Ba1+ • Excitation of both the electrons in the 6p5d configuration gives a value lower than that of the Xe-core, the ground configuration of Ba 111, with the (already discussed) exception of the IP I state. The connection of the experimental values of the charge densities for states in Ba I and Ba 11 is based on the experimental value [Q(6s
given in reference [33] . A detailed comparison of the theoretical values presented in Fig. 3(b) shows that an even better agreement is obtained if the normalization is done separately in the neutral and ionized system. Relative to the neutral, the ionized values are a little bit too low for the 6s and 6p states. The consistency of the calculations in the neutral system and the fact that the calculations in the ionized system are assumed to be of high quality suggests that the correction factor from reference [33] might be a bit large. But because all these numbers are only relative values it is very hard to find out where there might be an error or if the theoretical connection between the neutral and ionized system has to be improved. In any case the agreement between experiment and theory has now reached a high quality. This means that the behav- [40] .
Physica Scripta 37 iour of the wavefunctions within the small region of the extended nucleus on the order of 6 fm can be discussed and probed in a reliable way. 
Hyperjine structure constants
Analysis of the experimentally determined hfs-constants for heavy elements have mostly been done with a relativistic effective one-body operator acting on non-relativistic LScoupled states as introduced by Sandars and Beck [63] and reviewed in an earlier work [16] . The non-relativistic LScoupled states in such an approach are usually given as intermediate wavefunctions determined by a least-square fit ofparametrized energy expressions including the electrostatic and magnetic interactions between the electrons to a chosen order. Using these wavefunctions, hyperfine structure constants can be given as a linear combination of hyperfine parameters, in general three parameters für the magnetic dipole and three for the electric quadrupole interaction für each open shell. Experimental values of these parameters are then usually determined by a least-square fit of the parametrized hyperfine structure constants to the experimental ones. Such a procedure works reasonably weIl for systems where there is little electron-electron correlation and/or in particular, valence-valence correlation. Effects of the last kind can be treated by additional effective two-body operators [11, 17, 66, 67] . This approach was used by Grundevik et al. [35] to estimate the mixing effects of the contact hfs on the 3p and 'r states from nsn'p configurations. As a result, two additional two-body parameters appear along with the six parameters originating from the one-body operator for the 6p and 5d electrons. Comparison of experimentally detennined hyperfine parameters converted to radial integrals, showed a reasonable agreement for the orbital part with ab initio radial integrals for the 6p and 5d electrons evaluated from DF wavefunctions calculated for the average energy of the specific configuration.
In our approach to the analysis of the hfs-constants the angular coupled wavefunctions or intermediate wavefunctions are given by the expansion coefficients of the MCDF wavefunctions as presented in Tables land 11. The hfs constants are then evaluated from these wavefunctions according to eq. (16) which means that these hfs-constants are purely ab initio.
A summary of the results and a comparison with experimental hfs constants is presented in Table VI . The first and second columns present the configuration and SLJ states, respectively. Our ab initio values evaluated with the single DF and MCDF wavefunctions are presented in the following columns with a comparison of the experimental hfs-constants. For some of the states we have not been able to achieve completely converged MCDF wavefunctions and there are therefore a few states missing. The agreement with the experimental hfs-constants is not particularly good for many of the states. One of the reasons is probably that our wavefunctions do not include configurations with excitations from the core. Such configurations have been found to be important in nonrelativistic MBPT calculations [17, 28, 29] . On the other hand our calculations are expected to include accurately and on equal footing the effect of relativity and valence-valence correlation for the electrons in the open shells.
Conclusion and outlook
In the preceeding part of this paper we have made an extensive analysis of quantities like term energies, differences of charge densities at the nucleus between different terms (i.e., F factors) as weIl as magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole hyperfine structure constants of Ba I. The reason for doing this comparison between experiment and theory was to answer the question of the quality of the MCDF method. Because all these experimental quantities test different parts of the wavefunctions the quality of the agreement is very different. The term energies depend on the wavefunctions at all distances, while the a(yJ) and b(yJ) factors in the hyperfine structure mainly depend on the inner part of the wavefunctions because the integrals involved contain r:' and r- 3 integration factors and the volume isotope shift depends only on the wavefunction within the nucleus.
What is clear from the comparison between theory and experiment is the fact that the multiconfiguration calculations present an improvement compared with the single configuration ones. The best example is the strong contribution from some states within the 6p5d configuration which have a large mixing of the states with J = 1-in the 6s6p configuration. Of course it is clear that all the higher energetic states with the same angular momentum and parity will probably also have further influences. But the relative good agreement with experiment, which shows that all the energies are more or less correct and the relative order is correct too, indicates that the contribution due to higher states is expected to be similar for all the states (including the ground state) so that all differences remain largely unchanged.
The best agreement between experiment and theory can be seen in the evaluation of the F factors. Fig. 3 shows a nearly perfect agreement of the trends and dependence of the different states in the considered configurations. As the F-factors depend on the charge density at the nucleus, this demonstrates that at least the sI/2 and PI/2 wavefunction contributions are more or less correct. Of course there may be an absolute error in the calculations but the non-inclusion of higher sI/2 and PI/2 wavefunctions is expected to have an effect similar to that considered in the discussion of the term energies. Therefore, this part drops out in the calculation of the differences.
The agreement is very much different for the calculation of the a(yJ) and b(yJ) factors in the hyperfine structure splitting where all parts of the wavefunctions contribute in a relative large inner region. Of course, the inclusion of more configurations increases the agreement but the results remain very far off the experimental results. This is a clear indication that a good multiconfiguration calculation has to include many more configurations, especially of core excitations, than have been included in this type of relativistic MCDF calculation. The MBPT approach is much more effective for these quantities but is also much more complicated.
In conclusion, one may say that the relativistic MCDP wavefunctions for a heavy element like Ba leads to relatively good agreement for the energy levels as well as to accurate prediction of the volume isotope shift but is still far off in the prediction of accurate a(yJ) and b(yJ) factors in hyperfine structure splittings.
